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THE HOMOGENEITY OF CHINESE CURRICULUM 

IDEOLOGIES: 

CONFUCIUS, MAO, AND POST MAO 

Han Han 

I came to acquire fragmentary knowledge about 
Confucius and his ethics in the Criticizing Confucianism 
Movement during the later period of the Cultural Revolution that 
swept across China from 1966 to 1976. When I was an elementary 
school student, we were encouraged to criticize our teachers who 
were said to have been "poisoned" by Confucianism. After the 
radical Cultural Revolution was over in 1976, Confucius' 
contribution to education was recognized. I received my 
secondary and higher education in the post-Mao educational 
reform in which education was oriented to the goal of China's 
modernization and economic development. The dramatic changes 
in attitude towards Confucian education arouse my curiosity: 
given the two thousand years of Confucian domination in Chinese 
education until the beginning of the 20th century, and given the 
permeation of Confucian ethics in the fabric of Chinese society, 
did Mao really rid himself of the Confucian influence in his 
educational revolution? Does Confucianism have any influence on 
the current educational reform while China is on her full drive to 
modernization? Based on my educational experiences in Mao's 
Cultural Revolution and the Post-Mao reforms, I perceive that 
Chinese educational ideologies have changed little in 
instrumentality related to social ideals, virtues, values, and 
purposes. Chinese curriculum has always served as an instrument 
for social reforms, and Chinese education is more for social well-
being as a whole than for personal development or the individual 
pleasure of learning. 

The humanistic tradition of curriculum studies (Lincoln, 
1992) holds a historical perspective, seeing curricular issues in a 
larger social context. From this perspective, the changes in 
Chinese educational ideologies could be viewed as a process of 
evolution, and the radical revolutions and reforms as not breaking 
the links between Confucius and Mao and the post-Mao reformers 
regarding the fundamental functions of Chinese education. To 
develop this argument, the following discussion in this paper is 
framed within the comparison of the educational values and 
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purposes in the three historic eras of Confucius, Mao, and post 
Mao. The purpose of the discussion is to examine the cultural 
homogeneity hidden in Chinese curriculum ideologies across 
these three bounded historical contexts. 

This paper first defines the term curriculum ideologies to 
set the dimensions of comparison. Then the review of the 
educational ideologies of Confucius, Mao, and the post-Mao 
reformers leads to the discussion of their educational ends in 
relation to their respective social ideals. In light of the humanistic 
approach to curriculum studies, a comparative analysis 
scrutinizes the values shared by Confucius, Mao, and the post-
Mao reformers in educational ideologies. This historical 
unfolding of Chinese curriculum ideologies may enhance 
understanding of the current educational reforms taking place in 
China. 

THE DIMENSION OF EDUCATIONAL IDEOLOGY 

The Oxford English Dictionary (2000) defines ideology 
as "a systematic scheme of ideas, usu. relating to politics or 
society, or to the conduct of a class or group, and regarded as 
justifying actions, esp. one that is held implicitly or adopted as a 
whole and maintained regardless of the course of events" 
(Retrieved April 6,2003, from http://dictionary.oed.com/cgi/ 
entry/50111233). This definition indicates the following 
dimensions of ideology: (a) it is a construct of political and social 
ideals and values of a class or group; (b) it dominates as well as 
justifies the behavior of this class or group; and (c) it functions in 
an implicit, taken-for-granted way. Ideology is different from 
theory in value commitment. Although theory also justifies 
practice, "ideologies are typically regarded as value-laden 
commitments, whereas theories in the social sciences are 
frequently idealized as merely descriptions of the world rather 
than an expression of what is to be valued" (Eisner, 1992, p. 303). 

Political and social ideologies furnish educational and 
curriculum ideologies. As an impetus in education, "ideology 
provides society at large, and teachers in particular, with very clear 
standards by which to judge what it is appropriate to teach, and 
what kinds of expectations to have of their students" (Connell, 
1975, p. 197). Eisner (1992) claimed that when certain value 
systems and ideals are set up as virtues and social goals, education 
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is the very process aiming to achieve these virtues and goals 
through schools and teaching (p. 302). Educational ideologies 
serve as the rationale for educational priorities and for types of 
curriculum development and provide a set of beliefs "about what 
school should teach, for what ends, and for what reasons" (p. 304). 
Curriculum ideologies indicate the beliefs and values of those who 
have influence over school curriculum; in turn, school curriculum 
modifies and reinforces the beliefs and values by permeating them 
in school routines. 

Educational ideologies have been an axis around which to 
arouse arguments on the definitions of curriculum. Jackson 
(1992), after analyzing the confusion caused by various 
definitions of curriculum, came to the conclusion that "whatever 
definition of curriculum we come up with, it functions within a 
larger set of beliefs about what the schools should be doing," 
because "all definitions are parts of arguments" with "attempts to 
persuade us of the value of looking at something in a particular 
way" (p. 12). Different definitions of curriculum reflect the 
perspectives of different groups who hold beliefs about what is 
worth teaching in school for what purposes and to what ends. 
Jackson pointed out that all views of curriculum were "political" 
and had "consequences that will serve the interests of some but not 
all" (p. 21). Underpinning the different definitions of curriculum 
are different political and social ideologies; these ideologies, in 
terms of social ideals, beliefs, and values, are achieved by means 
of education. 

The above discussion on the components of educational 
ideology and the nature of curriculum definition illustrates the 
relationship between social and political ideologies and 
educational/curriculum ideologies. The former informs the latter 
and is manifested in the latter. Over 2000 years in Chinese history, 
the Confucian ideologies permeated Chinese education, culture, 
and social life. However, the radical social changes in 20th century 
in China, particularly in Mao's Cultural Revolution during the 
1960s, removed the dominant status of Confucianism in Chinese 
society. After the Cultural Revolution, China experienced a 
profound political and economic reform. This reform is still going 
on today. Considering that Confucius, Mao, and the post-Mao 
reformers have had a deep impact on Chinese education, the 
following discussion focuses on their educational ideologies and 
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on the dimensions of social and political ideals, values, beliefs, 
educational purposes, and curriculum priorities. 

CONFUCIUS' EDUCATIONAL IDEOLOGIES 

Confucius (551 — 479 B.C.E.) has been respected as a 
great teacher, educator, philosopher, and sage throughout 2,400 
years in China. Confucianism, a system of thoughts and ideas 
based on his teachings, has had a deep impact on Chinese life, 
thoughts, culture, and education. The prominence of Confucius is 
best described in the Records of the Historiographer (Shi Ji), a 
history book written around 145 — 86 B.C.E. in the Han Dynasty: 
From kings to worthy men under Heaven, there have indeed been 
multitudinous! When they lived, they were glorified; when they 
died, they ceased to be. Master Kong (Confucius) was a 
commoner whose name has come down to us for more than ten 
generations now, and who has been upheld by all scholars as their 
foremost teacher. Those who discourse on the Six Classics, 
including emperors, kings and marquises, all look upon the Master 
as their highest authority. He may be called the wisest indeed! (as 
cited in Huang, 1997, p. 4) 

CONFUCIUS, HIS SOCIAL IDEALS, BELIEFS, AND VALUES 

Confucius lived in the turmoil of the Spring-Autumn and 
Warring States era (770 - 221 B.C.E.) that followed the end of the 
Zhou Dynasty. At the time there arose in China several kingdom 
states that continually made war on each other competing for 
territory and wealth. Years of wars made people suffer from 
disasters, destitution, death, and homelessness. Awe to Heaven 
(similar to the reverence for God in Western culture) was 
diminishing among the rulers of states who governed with tyranny 
and was getting further away from the Way of Humanity. The rites 
and humane governance practiced by ancient sage kings declined, 
and the society was in disorder (Dai, 1996; Hoobler & Hoobler, 
1993). What filled the state governments were plots and strategies 
against each other, and social harmony was beyond their 
considerations. 

Such decline and disorder made Confucius see the past 

Zhou Dynasty as a golden age (Hoobler & Hoobler, 1993). He 
cherished a harmonious society with humane governance, a 
society modeled by the ancient sage kings. Central to his 
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philosophy was "the Way", meaning the Way of Humanity. In 
Confucian ethics, "the Way" was the supreme doctrine. It 
embodied humanity in rituals—a set of rules and institutions to 
regulate people's actions, guarantee security to the sovereign, and 
bring a good government to people (Huang, 1997). "The Way of 
kings" referred to the Way of humanity government implemented 
by the ancient sage kings (Shen, 2001). Lamenting that he would 
never hear about the Way of humanity prevailing in the world 
again, Confucius sighed, "If, in the morning, I should hear about 
the Way, in the evening, I would die contented!"(Ana/ects, 4.8). 
He set up the ideals of social order, harmony, and humanity as a 
value matrix, advocating, "To restrain oneself and return to the 
rituals constitutes humanity" (Analects, 12.1). He believed that 
such social ideals could be realized by restoring the rituals and 
morality of the ancient kings. 

CONFUCIUS' EDUCATIONAL GOALS: MORAL TRANSFORM4T101V 

Confucius' teaching was based on his social ideals, 
beliefs, and moral values. The goals of his education were to serve 
government and bring harmony and order to the society. 
Confucius made himself an educator, and his private school was a 
celebrated institution in his time. However, his real pursuit was 
political success (Zhu, 1992). He aimed at producing gentlemen 
who acknowledged the Way, did the rightness, served in 
government, and helped rulers govern in the Way of humanity. To 
reach his lofty ideas, he believed that the educational process 
started with the responsibility of the individual, then the family, 
then the state, and then the empire. A gentleman should achieve 
self-cultivation first, then family harmony, then good order in the 
state, and finally peace in the world. Such making of a gentleman 
integrated the individual with the well-being of the country and 
associated family harmony with the good order of society. 
Accordingly, his teaching emphasized moral education and moral 
transformation (Shen, 2001, p. 4) of individual people. 

In line with his educational goals, Confucius' education 
was elite oriented and humanism based—producing gentlemen 
with superior humanist morality for implementing humane 
government and performing rituals. In Confucius' opinion, it was 
elites, including rulers and scholarly officials, who were the 
cornerstone of social order and humanity. If they desired and 
modelled goodness, people would be good accordingly. "The 
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gentlemen's moral character is wind and the small man's (ordinary 
people) moral character, grass. When the grass is visited by the 
wind, it must surely bend" (Analects, 12.19). Therefore, 
Confucius encouraged those who excelled in office to learn, and 
those who excelled in learning to take office (Analects, 19.13). 
The very aim of acquiring rituals at Confucius' school was "to take 
office and implement the sage kings' Way of humane government" 
(Huang, 1997, p. 180). The scholar-official, with humane 
character to carry out benevolent governance, was the objective of 
Confucian curriculum. 

This orientation does not mean that Confucius ignored the 
education of ordinary people. The moral code is the core of 
Confucian education. The restoration of ancient rituals and virtues 
would bring about moral transformation and behavioral 
amelioration in grassroots people as well as in gentlemen. The idea 
of moral transformation was based on Confucius' belief that 
human nature was neutral at birth. He said, "By nature, people are 
close to one another; through practice, they drift far apart" 
(Analects, 17.2), meaning that people acquired goodness and evil 
in later life owing to the environments in which they were brought 
up and the company they kept (Huang, 1997, p. 165). His words 
indicated that all people could grow if they learned to "aspire after 
the Way, adhere to virtue, rely on humanity, ramble among the 
arts" (Analects, 7.6). Education was the means of cultivating 
virtues in people. The deep internal transformation of people 
would bring about behavioral reform (Tweed & Lehman, 2002, p. 
92). Inner-cultivation of morality through education would lead to 
self-regulation and selfreflection, which in turn would guarantee a 
safer and more harmonious society. Confucius elaborated the 
importance of moral education in his teaching as follows, "If you 
govern them with decrees and regulate them with punishments, 
the people will evade them but will have no sense of shame. If you 
govern them with virtues and regulate them with the rituals, they 
will have a sense of shame and flock to you" (Analects, 2.3). 
THE CURRICULUM OF CONFUCIAN EDUCATION 

Confucian education was for governing and establishing 
social relationships. As his education centered on the moral code 
and rituals of ancient sage kings, his curriculum exclusively 
focused on the culture, history, literature and documents of the 
past generations of the kings. It is said that Confucius collected 
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the documents of the Zhou Dynasty, a golden dynasty that he 
cherished most, and edited them into Six Classics: Poetry, History, 
The Rituals, Music, the Book of Change, and the Spring and 
Autumn Annuals (Dai, 1996, p. 95). Dai (1996) points out that the 
ultimate aim of these classics was governing. The instructional 
contents concentrated on these classics, as he explained, "Inspire 
yourself with Poetry, establish yourself with The Rituals, perfect 
yourself with Music" (Analects, 8.8). Since the curriculum was 
totally associated with the rationale and ethics of government, 
Confucian education was more about "applied politics" than about 
humanity. 

Confucius's sole focus on the humanity of government 
determined his curriculum ideologies of what was worth teaching 
for what purpose and to what ends. The moral code and rituals of 
ancient sage kings were the most worthwhile knowledge for 
strengthening virtue and moral transformation; education was 
meant to produce intellectual elites to maintain the rituals and 
practice humane government. While encouraging intellectuals to 
take office and devote themselves to humanity knowledge, 
Confucius disregarded practical knowledge and excluded 
education in science and technology. He instructed, "The 
gentlemen is not a utensil" (Analects, 2.12), implying that a 
gentleman should be well accomplished in virtue and classics so 
as to take greater responsibilities, instead of involving himself in 
a branch of learning or skill for one purpose. He was disappointed 
with Fan Xu, one of his students, who came to ask about farming 
and gardening (Shen, 2001, p. 3). He lamented, "What a small man 
Fan Xu is! If the sovereign loves the rituals, the people dare not 
be irreverent; if the sovereign loves righteousness, the people dare 
not be disobedient; if the sovereign loves truthfulness, the people 
dare not be dishonest. In that case, people from other states will 
flock to him with their children, swaddled on their backs. What 
need is there for farming?" (Analects, 13.4) In Confucius' eyes, 
education was to foster elites for humanity government, not to 
equip people with specific skills or knowledge of trades. 

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CONFUCIAN DOMINANCE IN 
CHINA 

Confucius did not see during his life the advocates of 
humane governance being accepted by any of his contemporary 
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kings. However, he could never imagine that, after his death, his 
ideologies would have a tremendous impact on Chinese society 
and education. In competing with other schools of philosophy, the 
Confucian school suffered setbacks, but the Confucian ideology 
finally enjoyed recognition in the political arena. From as early as 
the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.E — 24 A.D.) to some later dynasties, 
"only the scholars from the Confucian school could advise 
political leaders" (Shen, 2001, p. 3). This phenomenon was called 
"suppression of the hundred schools and the exclusive recognition 
of Confucian techniques." When the Confucian ideologies were 
established by the emperors of various dynasties, a set of imperial 
examinations was designed based on the classics of Confucian 
school to select the worthy and the talented to serve as officials at 
court as well as in provinces. "This system, set up during the reign 
of Emperor Yang Di (605 — 618) of the Sui Dynasty and 
abolished by Emperor Guang-xu of the Qing Dynasty in 1905, 
lasted about twelve to thirteen centuries" (Huang, 1997, p. 10). 
Promoted by elites, implemented by government policies, and 
reinforced by imperial examinations, Confucian ethics and 
educational ideologies were instilled in the fabric of Chinese 
culture and merged with Chinese tradition. Just as Eisner (1992) 
depicted, "When a particular ideology becomes pervasive or has 
no competing alternative, it tends to become invisible" (p. 303), 
the Confucian ideologies have been practiced by Chinese 
wherever they were, sometimes without being aware of them 
(Huang, 1997, p. 10). Confucianism was so deeply rooted in 
Chinese literature, drama, and literacy education that both Chinese 
intellectual elites and grassroots people took Confucian doctrines 
for granted. However, other ideologies have also dominated in 
China. 

MAO'S EDUCATIONAL IDEOLOGIES 

Mao Zedong (1883 —1976) was the first Chairman of the 
People's Republic of China from 1949 to 1976. As a Marxist, 
nationalist, and communist, Mao devoted all his life to the 
struggles for the freedom of China from feudalist warlords and 
foreign invaders. His influence on the ideologies, education, and 
development of China is no less great than that of Confucius. 
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MAO, HIS SOCIAL IDEALS, BELIEFS, AND VALUES 

The formation of Mao's social ideals can be traced to the 
turmoil of Chinese society at the turn of the century, just as the 
formation of Confucius' ideals can be traced to a period of turmoil 
in China's history. At the time of Mao's rise, China was declining 
under the regime of the Qing government. In 1840 Great Britain 
had started the Opium War to force China to open to opium trade. 
Since then, some other Western imperialist and colonialist powers 
had rushed into China, making China a semicolonial and semi-
feudal country. This period of history lasted for about one hundred 
years until 1949 (Spring, 2001). It was also a period when Chinese 
intellectuals went overseas to seek "remedies" for China, and they 
introduced to China Western democracy, philosophy, education, 
science and technology (Clopton & Ou, 1973). They criticized 
Confucianism for impeding China's progress in science and 
technology (see Huang, 1997; Shen, 2001). Some of them even 
"carried the revolution beyond the political border into the realm 
of values," believing that "Confucianism must be discarded so that 
China could achieve true modernization" (Clopton & Ou, 1973, p. 
4). The early 1920s witnessed the new cultural movement initiated 
by young Chinese intellectuals, the birth of the Republic of China, 
and the death of the Qing Dynasty. However, the instability of the 
young republic led to years of civil wars. It was in this social 
situation that Mao came into contact with some new ideas, 
especially the ideas of Marxism and Soviet revolution. These new 
ideas formed his "Marxist ideal of a classless society governed by 
peasants and workers" (Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery, & Taubman, 
1995, p. 816). His social ideal was clear: "the people of China have 
acquired a vision of a new society to come—a society where 
people live in peace, prosperity, with moral integrity, in an 
egalitarian society" (Connell, 1975, p. 31). 

After the People's Republic of China was founded in 
1949, Mao started to implement his ideal of building a new 
socialist country. He faced two huge tasks: (a) developing the 
economy, and (b) educating Chinese to accept Marxism and 
socialist ideologies. He believed that the masses—the proletarian 
class of workers and peasants—were the revolutionary and 
creative power to drive China to becoming a prosperous socialist 
country (Kwong, 1979). On one hand, he gave a primary 
importance to transforming the masses with socialist 
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consciousness and involving them in the developmental process 
(Kwong, 1979  
p. 43). On the other hand, he depressed "a minority bourgeois 
social class and intellectual elites" (Pinar, et al., 1995, p. 816) and 
would re-mould those intellectuals with socialist ideologies 
(Kwong, 1979; Spring, 2001). He believed that the socialist China 
was a new society and must be governed by the new socialists. 
Thus one aim of education was to serve the proletarian politics and 
to integrate politics with productive work. Education must 
contribute to the creation of a new socialist man—a worker with 
the knowledge of modem science and technology (Lofstedt, 1980, 
p. 47). 

MAO 'S EDUCATIONAL GOALS: RED AND EXPERT 

Socialist ideology transformation was an important goal 
of education in Mao's time. Education played the role of creating 
the outlook necessary for the development of a socialist economy, 
so that "the younger generation would acquire a love for labor and 
understanding of the proletarian ideals and ideology" (Kwong, 
1979, p. 44). Pinar et al. (1995) also commented that the ultimate 
goal of Mao's education "was to ensure that socialist 
consciousness would pervade the People's Republic of China" (p. 
816). 

This educational goal was clearly reflected in Mao's 
education policy. He said, "Our education policy must enable 
everyone who receives an education to develop morally, 
intellectually, and physically and become a well educated worker 
imbued with socialist consciousness" (as cited in Kwong, 1979, p. 
45). In line with this education policy, the ends of school 
education were to create Red and Expert builders and successors 
of socialist China. The term Red covered a wide range of socialist 
morality, including the political correctness in Marxism and 
Maoist thoughts; socialist consciousness; loyalty to the people, 
country, and the Communist Party; love for labour; and an 
industrious and scientific attitude. The term Expert referred to the 
mastery of knowledge, science and technology in one's discipline. 
The integration of Red and Expert was a criterion for the 
evaluation of students at all levels of formal school education, and 
any polarization of the two factors was not desirable. School 
education should foster students who were not only correct in 
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political position, ideologies, and moral quality, but also who had 
knowledge and expertise in the fields in which they were engaged. 

THE CURRICULUM OF MAO 'S EDUCATION POLICY 

Informed by Mao's education policy, all formal 
educational programs in Chinese schools reflected the division of 
education into its moral, intellectual, and physical components, 
and these three provide a useful way of describing the objectives 
of the curriculum (Connell, 1975). But moral development was 
seen as the most important. "Mao saw the inculcation of socialist 
ideology as an essential part of the curriculum. If due importance 
were not given to ideological work, economic and technical work 
would go astray" (Kwong, 1979, p. 50). 

Balanced development in morality, intellectual 
knowledge, and physical fitness was required at all schools. Moral 
education was carried through in political studies, which "has 
always been required of all students" and "has been enforced at all 
levels in schools" (Lin, 1993, p. 3). It included courses on Marxist 
Philosophy, Political Economy, the History of the Chinese 
Communist Party, and the History of China. All these courses 
were based on Marxist doctrine and perspectives. Intellectual 
knowledge was taught through such courses as Chinese language, 
foreign languages, mathematics, general science, and geography. 
Physical development was achieved through physical education 
and sports. Such basic courses as political studies and physical 
education ran from elementary education through to secondary 
and even tertiary education. 
THE CULTUR4L REVOLUTION AND EDUCATIONAL REVOLUTION 

There are different interpretations of the reasons that Mao 
initiated the Cultural Revolution (e.g., Hayhoe, 1989; Kwong, 
1979; Lofstedt, 1980; Spring, 2001). But it is recognized that the 
Cultural Revolution was an ideological revolution for the purpose 
of reinforcing the socialist ideology by completely rooting out the 
deep-seated feudalist and bourgeois ideologies. Kwong (1979) 
wrote about the start of the Cultural Revolution: "In the mid-
sixties, after twenty years of continuous efforts, the tremendous 
difficulties in ideological transformation became apparent" (p. 
45). Mao perceived that despite changes in the social and 
economic systems, the feudalist ideas of the previous era 
remained, part of which was Confucianism. Bourgeois ideology 
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was still deeply rooted in a large section of the population. 
Recognition of the difficulties in bringing about real ideological 
changes led Mao to increase his emphasis on raising social 
consciousness and to renew efforts in that direction during the 
Cultural Revolution (Kwong, 1979, pp. 45-46). 

During the Cultural Revolution, Chinese education 
experienced dramatic changes in structure, organization, and 
curriculum. These changes had an obvious influence on the 
relationship between students and teachers and between 
intellectuals and working classes. The mass-line democratic 
participation in education was so much highlighted that school 
management and curriculum development, as Hayhoe (1989) 
depicted, "depended more on the creative involvement of the 
masses than the input of experts" (p. 23). "Three-in-one" 
committees made up of teachers, students, and worker-peasant-
soldier (WPS) representatives took over school management from 
elementary to higher institutions. The WPS representatives on 
school administrative committees were to ensure strong links 
between academic and real life knowledge in order to serve the 
local needs (Hayhoe, 1989; also see Lofstedt, 1980). Textbooks 
were criticized and changed; the content and format of the subject 
matter were oriented to the socialist ideologies, productive work, 
and the working class. Confucian educational ideas were taken as 
feudalism and fiercely criticized. In higher education, enrollment 
stopped from 1966 to 1970, and intellectuals were assigned to 
work in factories and countryside to get close to the working class. 
The restored university enrollments employed non-academic 
criteria for admission—only political and ideological correctness 
and working class origins of the WPS applicants were considered 
for admission (Lofstedt, 1980, p. 132). 

Education quality during the Cultural Revolution was also 
problematic. WPS students were selected for higher education 
regardless of their academic background and abilities, many of 
whom were said to have been activists in the political campaigns, 
such as the campaign to criticize Confucius (Lofstedt, 1980, p. 
137). In an investigation of English teaching in China, Cowan 
(1979) noticed that most WPS graduates entered the English 
teaching profession between 1973 and 1977 "when there were 
virtually no requirements for admission to or for graduation from 
tertiary institutions" (p. 475), and they had received only minimal 
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training in English and other subjects, and were low in their 
general educational standards and limited in their English 
proficiency (Oatey, 1990, p. 204). 

Hayhoe (1989) depicted the Cultural Revolution as an 
educational upheaval. Pepper (1990) came to a similar conclusion 
after studying the Cultural Revolution: 

Those procedures could be summarized as 
decentralization within the education bureaucracy; 
deprofessoinalization, with the inclusion of outsiders on 
school leadership committees; and the strengthening of 
local Party control over education. Such administrative 
changes did, in fact, break the authority of the 
professionals over education (p. 70). (italicization as 
original) 

In terms of higher education, the radical behaviors during 
the Cultural Revolution virtually impeded the academic level and 
research competence of tertiary institutions, and, as a result, 
undermined the development of higher education. 

POST-MAO EDUCATION 

Educational upheaval came to an end after Mao's death in 
1976. The Chinese government, under the leadership of Deng 
Xiaoping, declared the end of the Cultural Revolution, initiated 
reform and an open-door policy, and shifted the focus of work 
from ideological struggle to economic development. According to 
Spring (2001), both the government and the people realized that 
to make China a strong and prosperous country, the most 
important action was to modernize China by developing science 
and technology (Paine, 1992). The educational reform from Deng 
in the late 1970s up to today has gone deeper and further, and it 
has permeated all aspects of society and education in China. 

SOCIAL IDEAL: SOCIALIST MODERNIZATION 

In post-Mao China, the government, under the leadership 
of Deng and after Deng, has claimed to adhere to the socialist road 
under the guidance of Marxism and Maoist thoughts. The socialist 
road is defined as "socialist democracy, socialist legal system, four 
modernizations in agriculture, industry, national defense, and 
science and technology, turning China into a socialist country with 
a high level of culture and democracy" (The Preamble of the PRC 
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Constitution, as cited in Spring, 2001, p. 50). This road promises 
the Chinese people a picture of socialist modernization as the 
ultimate goal—material modernization and spiritual 
modernization. 

Spiritual civilization contains high ideals and morality as 
well as rules of conduct. It is clearly demonstrated in the state 
Constitution Article 24: 

The state advocates the civic virtues of love for the 
motherland, for people, for labor, for science and for 
socialism. It educates the people in patriotism, 
collectivism, internationalism and communism, and in 
dialectical and historical materialism. It combats 
capitalist, feudalist and other decadent ideas in politics 
and ideological superstructure such as education. (as cited 
in Spring, 1990 P. 50) 

If material civilization, in terms of the four modernizations, is seen 
as the "hardware" of the socialist modernization, then spiritual 
civilization is the "software" of modernization. The mutual and 
balanced development of the two civilizations constitutes the ideal 
goal of the Chinese government. 

EDUCATIONAL REFORM: GOALS AND EXPECTATIONS 

With reforms unfolding across China, the initial stage of 
educational reform in the late 1970s was taken as a total reversal 
of the Cultural Revolution, or a return to the pre-Cultural 
Revolution. With Deng's suggestion, "the professionals regained 
leadership within the academic realm," and education at all levels 
"was re-centralized within the state education bureaucracy" 
(Pepper, 1990, p. 70), the national college and university entrance 
examination was restored in 1977, and tertiary institutions started 
to enroll students according to their academic backgrounds. The 
number of higher educational institutions expanded from 404 in 
1977 to 1,016 in 1985, and the student population increased to 
2,066,000 in 1987 in contrast with 625,000 in 1977 (Pepper, 1990, 
p.131•, also see Hayhoe, 1989, pp. 42-43). In 1995, the number of 
tertiary institutions was 2,210, and the student population was 
5,622,000 (State Education Commission of the People's Republic 
of China, 1996, p. 2). According to the latest statistics published 
by the Ministry of Education of the People's Republic of China, 
the number of higher educational institutions was 2,003, and the 
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student population reached by the end of 2002 (Retrieved 
March 23, 2006, from http://www.moe.gov.cn/english/higher 
h.htm). 

Education has experienced further and deeper reforms 
along with rapid social and economic development in China. The 
government issued "The Ninth Five-year Plan for Educational 
Development and Long Range Development Program toward the 
Year 2010" (State Education Commission of the PRC, 1996), and 
"Action Scheme for Invigorating Education towards the 21 st 

Century" (Ministry of Education of the PRC). Both documents 
make it clear that education must be geared to modernization, to 
the world, and to the future. "The Ninth Five-year Plan for 
Education" sets the basic task of education as promoting the 
quality of the whole nation and fostering builders and successors 
for the socialist course with all-round development—moral, 
intellectual, and physical. Schools should orient students to follow 
a path of integrating with workers and farmers, and to acquire a 
correct outlook on life and on the world. This policy is virtually a 
reiteration of Mao's overall education policy. 

EDUCATIONAL GOALS: SOCIALIST MORALITY, EXPERT IN DISCIPLINE, AND 

BUILDER OF SOCIALIST MODERNIZATION 

In the post-Mao China, educational development has been 
viewed as an important part of socialist modernization. Lin (1993) 
pointed out, "Since the economic reform efforts began in 1978, 
schools have remained a powerful agent of socialization" (p. l). 
Chinese constitution Article 45 states: "Citizens have the right as 
well as duty to receive education" (as cited in Spring, 2001, p. 52), 
which mandates basic formal education in legislation and 
integrates human rights with social responsibilities. Compulsory 
education aims to raise the levels of science and education of the 
whole nation (Article 19, as sited in Spring, 2001, p. 52). Spring 
(2001) commented that seldom did Western thinkers link such 
ideas as "the right to education" with a duty to be educated (p. 52). 

Given the changes in curricular structures, textbooks, 
content, and school programs in the post-Mao educational 
reforms, the ends of school education are to foster future 
generations of citizens who have lofty ideals, moral integrity, 
general education, and a sense of discipline (State Education 
Commission of the PRC, 1996, p. 29). On the one hand, schools 
should help students develop specialized knowledge and skill in 
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all fields in order to give full scope to their role in building the 
socialist modernization (China Constitution Article 23, cited in 
Spring, 2001, p. 49). On the other hand, "efforts should be made 
to constantly strengthen ideological and political work among 
students . . covering education in the conditions of the country, in 
patriotism, in collectivism, in socialism, and in national unity and 
the solidarity of all ethnic groups" (State Education Commission 
of the PRC, 1996, pp. 29-30). These educational ends in socialist 
morality and in "specialized knowledge and skills" can be viewed 
as rhetoric of Mao's Red and Expert, only with a difference in 
emphasis: the post-Mao education policy places more emphasis 
on gearing intellectual development to social and economic 
development, while Mao concentrated more on moral 
transformation and ideological remolding. 

THE CURRICULUM OF POST-MAO EDUCATIONAL POLICY 

Formal school programs after 1978 also reflected the 
division of education into morality and patriotism, intellectual and 
science education, and physical education, with more emphasis on 
knowledge of science and technology. Coordinating with the 
educational goals and policy as mentioned above, curriculum now 
tries to teach the latest developments in disciplines and sets more 
strict and clear academic standards and objectives. The learning of 
a foreign language is mandated at secondary and tertiary levels. 
More public examinations have been set up to control academic 
standards. 

Science and mathematics are emphasized in the postMao 
curriculum. New national syllabuses and textbooks were issued 
for the elementary and secondary schools in the late 1970s and the 
early 1980s. Comparing the percentage of the teaching time by 
different school subjects in the elementary and the secondary 
school curriculums from 1954 to 1981, Yat-ming (1991) found 
that with the exception of the Cultural Revolution, the 
organization of the national curriculum has changed little since 
1950, but the present curriculum was "highly academic," with 
sciences seen as the disciplines with the highest prestige (pp. 
6465). Moral education still has an important status in curriculum. 
Lin (1993) compared the textbooks for political study used in Mao 
and post-Mao curriculum. She found that the courses of political 
study after the Cultural Revolution were broader in scope, 
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including Citizenship Education, Moral Education, Social 
History, and Common Knowledge of Socialist Reconstruction. 
"These courses teach both communist beliefs and traditional 
Chinese values, informing students about the economic reform 
and changes that are taking place in China" (p. 3). Today, in higher 
education, political courses are still compulsory in both 
undergraduate and graduate programs. 

DISCUSSION: HOW TO INTERPRET THE CHANGES AND 
CONNECTIONS IN CHINESE CURRICULUM IDEOLOGIES? 

Each of the three perspectives can lead to a way of 
understanding and interpretation. Many studies have been 
conducted on the history of education in China. Some studies 
elaborated a specific curriculum in a specific period of history, for 
example, the study of foreign language education in modern 
China; some other studies took a broader view to examine the 
formation and change of the curriculum in its cultural, social, and 
historical context, such as the study of contemporary Chinese 
education by Hayhoe (1984). This paper has taken a historical 
perspective to look at and interpret the curriculum ideologies 
situated in the traditions of Chinese education. 
THE HOMOGENEITY OF THE EDUCATIONAL IDEOLOGIES 

From this historical perspective, curriculum ideologies in 
different eras of China are examined in a broader context, in which 
some similar qualities are elicited from such strikingly different 
factors as times, social systems, social ideals, and the content of 
education and curriculum. As this historical examination is "a 
reconstruction—an attempt to achieve understanding and/or 
impose meaning . illuminating aspects of a phenomenon" 
(Lincoln, 1992, p. 79), the above discussion reveals the 
educational homogeneity in the evolution of educational 
ideologies within curriculum throughout Chinese history. 

The above discussion presents some distinct 
characteristics in educational ideologies in the eras of Confucius, 
Mao, and the post-Mao reformers. Since Confucius' private school 
over two thousand years ago, education has been taken as a vehicle 
toward social ideals. Although curriculum has changed to 
different forms throughout history from the pure humanity 
curriculum in Confucius' education to the all-rounded 
development curriculum in Mao's and post-Mao education—the 
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instrumental purpose of education in relation to social ideologies 
has never changed. Shen (2001) came to the conclusion that "the 
instrumentality of educational purpose is still one of the most 
serious issues in current Chinese education" (p. 4). The social 
instrumentality of education has remained the "old wine" in 
different curriculum "bottles" at different periods of time 
throughout the history of Chinese education. Such curriculum 
homogeneity of instrumentality constitutes a discourse that allows 
connected, historical, evolutionary, and relative perspectives to 
look at Chinese education and to interpret its today and tomorrow 
in relation to its yesterday. I will elaborate this viewpoint by 
comparing Mao's and post-Mao education with Confucius' 
education in the following discussion. 

COMPARING MAO WITH CONFUCIUS 

To both Confucius and Mao, education is an effective 
instrument to achieve their social ideals. Confucius advocated the 
Way of humanity by which the society came to a good order and 
people lived in harmony. His curriculum was to teach students 
exclusively the classics of the ancient kings and to foster scholar-
officials. Scholar-officials, also called gentlemen, would not only 
be the elites in implementing humane governance, but they would 
also set the example of morality for ordinary people. Similarly, 
Mao took communism as the highest social goal, or the best order 
and harmony for human society. Thus Mao's curriculum was to 
teach Marxism and socialist morality, and to foster a new Man 
featured as Red and Expert. The socialist new Man would be the 
builder of a new society in which there would be no class and 
exploitation, and all people would live in harmony. Both 
Confucius' Way of humanity and Mao's "socialist road" instilled 
social ideals into curriculum and, in turn, into individual students. 
Shen (2001) pointed out, "Confucius' purpose of education 
focused more on social rather than individual development" (p. 4). 
This was also true of Mao's education. 

Even though Mao criticized Confucius and initiated 
educational upheavals to clean up the feudalist ideological 
influences associated with the Confucian ideological influence on 
Chinese education, Mao's educational policies shared Confucius' 
belief in the power of curriculum to transform human morality 
(Kwong, 1979; Spring, 2001). Confucius believed in the neutrality 
of human nature at birth, and thus took education as a means to 
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transform morality. Mao believed in "the malleability of man's 
nature through education and persuasion" (Kwong, 1979, p. 42). 
He required that "all work in school be for the purpose of 
transforming the students ideologically" (as cited in Kwong, 1979, 
p. 50). His belief in morality transformation through education 
bears a strong resemblance to Confucius' educational ideologies. 

Given that Mao's mass-line education went against 
Confucian elitist approach, there is comparability between them 
in expectations for the educational ends. Confucius expected a 
topdown social improvement, and he thus educated students to 
take office so as to lead the society. Scholar-officials were 
gentlemen with superior morality, the elites of the country. Mao, 
however, expected a bottom-up social amelioration, and "believed 
in the rationality of mass democracy" (Lofstedt, 1980, p. 40). Red 
and Expert talents out of education not only cultivated in students 
a high morality of socialism, but students also served all positions 
at all social levels with their expertise and skills. Though called 
socialist builders, Red and Expert talents can be viewed as elites 
of the socialist country in Mao's mass-line perspective. 

COMPARING THE POST-MAO REFORMERS WITH MAO AND WITH 

CONFUCIUS 

Education in the post-Mao China is the continuation of 
Mao's education in ideology, policy, and curriculum. This point is 
often neglected because of the general criticism of the Cultural 
Revolution and the educational reform after 1978. In her study of 
post-Mao education in China, Lin (1993) found, "Education after 
Mao can be seen, on the one hand, as a continuation of practices 
in force during the Cultural Revolution and, on the other, as a 
moderate improvement, displaying shifts in focus chiefly due to 
the ups and downs of economic and political reforms" (p. xii). 

The post-Mao reformers have insisted on the socialist 
road under the doctrine and guidance of Marxism and Maoist 
thoughts (e.g., Lin, 1993; Lofstedt, 1980; Pinar, et al., 1995; 
Spring, 2001). Their socialist and communist ideology is still 
manifested in the latest education plan for the 21 st century 
(Ministry of Education of the PRC, 1998). In education policy, 
schools still implement Mao's instruction of the all-round 
development of students morally, intellectually, and physically. In 
curriculum development, more attention has been given to the 
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learning of sciences, mathematics, and humanity and social 
science. In the courses of political and moral education, some 
flexibility is allowed. "The discourse is less tainted by political 
rhetoric; relatively neutral values and ideas rather than sharply 
antagonistic ones are presented in some history textbooks in 
describing different systems and in explaining the course of social 
and human development; less emphasis on class struggle in both 
curriculum and teaching" (Lin, 1993, p. viii). 

The post-Mao education is more oriented toward 
modernization. Education has been taken not only as a strategy for 
social and economic development, but also as an indicator of 
socialist modernization (Spring, 2001; also see State Education 
Commission of the PRC, 1996). Gone are the storm-like class and 
ideological struggles in Mao's time. Nevertheless, the postMao 
reformers still attach full attention to the cultivation of Red and 
Expert students and advocate socialist values and virtues in moral 
and history education. As Lin (1993) noticed, the current 
elementary and secondary textbooks in humanity subjects 
concentrate on the content of the socialist spiritual civilization, 
such as desirable attitudes and behaviors toward communism, 
desirable qualities (collectivism, altruism, and bravery), the 
formation of human relationships in Chinese society and 
elsewhere in the world, the course of historical development, and 
China's efforts toward modernization and students' roles and 
duties in this drive (P. xii). 

As a continuance and development of Mao's education, 
the post-Mao education also reflects its homogeneity with 
Confucian education legacy. Spring (2001) tried to consider the 
goal of "socialist spiritual civilization" a fusion of Confucian 
values with socialist development (p. 50). Actually, the post-Mao 
education has drawn quite liberally on the legacy of Confucian 
education. This can be seen in the current recognition of 
Confucius' contribution to Chinese education. 

Although China's school curriculum today is quite 
different from that of Confucius both in subject matter and 
content, Chinese educational ideologies change little in 
instrumentality related to social ideals, virtues, values, and 
purposes. In light of the six curriculum ideologies discussed by 
Eisner (1992), China's curriculum ideologies, either in the past or 
at present, belong to progressivism in general. The ideology is 
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political, rooted in social reform (p. 311); it is more for the social 
wellbeing as a whole than for the personal pleasure of learning. In 
the Chinese tradition of education, the pleasure of learning is very 
much associated with individual fulfillment of social 
responsibilities; very seldom is learning for the sake of learning. 
Such social progressivism and pragmatic instrumentality form the 
homogeneity of Chinese curriculum ideologies. The homogeneity 
of Chinese curriculum ideologies provides us with a historical and 
evolutionary perspective on Chinese education and educational 
change. Spring (2001) said, "In Chinese civilization, morality is 
studied in relation to the human condition. Morality is not fixed 
but is derived from changing social needs. Therefore, constant 
study is required to determine the moral standards that will best 
contribute to a well-ordered society" (p. 50). Such homogeneity is 
best informed through looking at the importance of moral 
education in curriculums from Confucius' time to today. 
IMPLICATIONS 

Lincoln (1992) suggested the reconstructionist function of 
historic perspectives in curriculum studies. In her opinion, 
reconstructions were revisions, thus the reconstructions of history 
were revisionist history. "The purpose of this history, therefore, is 
merely to set a stage for the discussion of newer and emergent 
traditions" (p. 79). The homogeneity of social instrumentality and 
progressivism can be viewed as a reconstruction or a revision of 
the development of curriculum ideology in the history of Chinese 
education. Such an educational feature viewed from the historic 
revisionist perspective not only better explains the current Chinese 
education policy, but also sets the stage for the study ofthe 
ongoing educational reform and curriculum development in 
China. 

The progressive and instrumental functions of education 
will continue to be valued in Chinese curriculum ideologies. 
According to the Chinese educational tradition that education is 
for the well being of society, Chinese curriculum development 
will still be centred on building the nation with socialist 
modernization in general and fostering students to be socialist 
citizens with knowledge of science and technology in particular. 
This indicates that the centralized educational system and the 
centralized curriculum policy will continue to be the hallmark of 
Chinese educational reform at least for some time into the future. 
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In other words, decentralization may have little chance of 
influencing the government curriculum policy in China. Although 
decentralization may take various forms and could prevail in 
certain aspects of Chinese curriculum development, for example, 
more schools in China seem to be gaining momentum in 
curriculum development tailored to their needs, such curriculum 
development is but a local application and adjustment of the 
government curriculum and education policy. It can hardly 
remove the fundamental purpose of Chinese education, that is, 
education serves the socialist modernization in China. 

The homogeneity of Chinese curriculum ideologies also 
indicates the Chinese attitudes towards moral education. As a 
cornerstone of Chinese education, social instrumentality and 
progressivism will still make the educational goal of building civic 
morality an important part of socialist modemization, whether in 
the language of following the Way of humanity or of following 
"the socialist road" (Spring, 2001, p. 50). Thus moral education 
will still occupy a major portion of the school curriculum to ensure 
that coming generations will be Red and Expert talents for the 
building of the socialist modernization. 
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